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The layered rare-earth diantimonides RSb2 are anisotropic metals with generally low electronic densities
whose properties can be modified by substituting the rare earth. LaSb2 is a nonmagnetic metal with a low residual
resistivity presenting a low-temperature magnetoresistance that does not saturate with the magnetic field. It has
been proposed that the latter can be associated to a charge density wave (CDW), but no CDW has yet been
found. Here we find a kink in the resistivity above room temperature in LaSb2 (at 355 K) and show that the
kink becomes much more pronounced with substitution of La by Ce along the La1−xCexSb2 series. We find
signatures of a CDW in x-ray scattering, specific heat, and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments
in particular for x ≈ 0.5. We observe a distortion of rare-earth–Sb bonds lying in-plane of the tetragonal crystal
using x-ray scattering, an anomaly in the specific heat at the same temperature as the kink in resistivity and
charge modulations in STM. We conclude that LaSb2 has a CDW which is stabilized in the La1−xCexSb2 series
due to substitutional disorder.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.92.235153 PACS number(s): 72.15.Eb, 71.45.Lr, 75.30.Fv, 61.66.Dk
I. INTRODUCTION
Many rare-earth (R) diantimonide materials (RSb2) are
metals with highly anisotropic properties related to their
layered structure. High-quality samples of centimeter sizes
with low residual resistivity can be obtained using solution
growth [1,2]. RSb2 crystallize in the orthorhombic SmSb2
structure (Fig. 1). LaSb2 is the only compound in the RSb2
series showing superconducting properties [2]. These are
still unclear, presenting several features that differ from the
behavior expected in a simple s-wave BCS superconductor
[3–7]. For instance, the superconducting gap is broadened,
with states at the Fermi level and the resistive transition is
very wide. Above the critical field in the normal phase, the
resistivity of LaSb2 increases approximately linearly with
the magnetic field up to 45 T when the field is applied
along the c axis [2,3]. This is at odds with the usual
magnetoresistance behavior of metals, which gives a quadratic
field dependence that saturates at high magnetic fields [8,9].
Linear magnetoresistance is of practical interest because
of the potential applications connected with unconventional
scattering mechanisms under magnetic fields [10]. It has been
proposed that the large and positive magnetoresistance might
enable making magnetic field sensors out of LaSb2 [3].
Magnetoresistance curves that do not saturate at very
high magnetic fields have been recently discussed in quasi-
two-dimensional systems. Graphene [11–14], Bi thin films,
Dirac semimetals, and topological insulators [15] show large
and unsaturating magnetoresistances. Possible explanations
*Corresponding author: hermann.suderow@uam.es
involve the linear electronic dispersion relation and quantum
conduction [16], low electronic densities or inhomogeneities
and disorder [10,17], coherent anisotropic quantum fluctua-
tions [18], and charge density waves (CDWs) [9,19].
CDWs have been reported in PrSb2 and in LaAgSb2.
These systems also present, as LaSb2, large and unsaturating
magnetoresistances [2]. In LaAgSb2, the CDW was observed
in thermodynamic and transport measurements, in x-ray scat-
tering experiments, and studied as a function of substitution
[20–22]. Substitution of La with Ce in La1−xCexAgSb2
gives a suppression of the CDW and a broadening of the
observed features in resistivity [23,24]. Here we find a kink
in the resistivity of LaSb2 above room temperature evidencing
CDW order in this compound. We discuss its evolution with
substitution of La by Ce. We find that the kink in the resistivity
becomes more pronounced with substitutional disorder.
II. EXPERIMENT
Samples of La1−xCexSb2 were grown from excess Sb flux
[2,25,26]. Ce, La, and Sb materials (Ce and La from [27] and
Sb from Alfa Aesar with 99.9999% purity) were put together
in an alumina crucible and sealed in a quartz ampoule in
inert He gas atmosphere. Ampoules were heated to 950 ◦C
for 3 hours, cooled down to 650 ◦C in 70 hours, and finally
spun. As a result, we obtained crystals (Fig. 1) with mirror
surfaces showing terraces and no visible influence of the
substitution on the shape and form of the crystals. Inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) mass spectrometry analysis shows Ce
substitution values within 5% of the nominal composition.
The composition of some samples was further examined by
x-ray diffraction at room temperature using a Bruker D8
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Top panels show pictures of the obtained
crystals (left, photographed on millimeter paper) and the crystal
structure of La1−xCexSb2 (right). For clarity, we have removed bonds
in between planes. In the bottom panels, we show the dependence of
the lattice parameters with temperature and Ce content, x (left) and the
variation of the unit cell volume with x (right), at room temperature
and at liquid nitrogen temperature (for x = 0,0.4,0.6,1).
ADVANCE θ -θ diffractometer equipped with a Lynx-Eye
detector. To determine the evolution of the c-axis lattice
parameter from (00l) reflections we use a Bruker D8 4-circles
diffractometer on exfoliated samples with different Ce atomic
ratio. A full structural study of selected compositions was
performed by the Rietveld method (see Appendix). For this
purpose, fine powders were carefully prepared and packed into
quartz capillaries 0.4 mm diameter. X-ray powder diffraction
(XRPD) data were collected at 80 and 300 K, using an
incident energy of 20 keV (λ = 0.621 ˚A), at the BM25A
station of the SpLine beamline at ESRF in Grenoble. Lattice
parameters, atomic positions, and thermal parameters were
refined in the space group Cmca(#64), using the FullProf
program suite [28,29]. Resistivity as a function of temperature
and magnetic field was measured in the four-wire configuration
in a Quantum Design PPMS system with the current applied
along the basal plane of the crystal structure. The magnetic
transitions were traced by specific heat measurements using a
conventional helium 4 cryostat, and a quasiadiabatic method
described in Ref. [30]. Using this method, we did not find
any feature indicative of a CDW at higher temperatures.
Thus, we implemented an AC microcalorimeter based on
a XEN-TCG3880. We thermally short-circuited heating and
sensing elements by a 200-nm-thick gold layer to improve
samples’ thermalization. We measured a sample with about
10 μg mounted using Apiezon grease. To make the STM
experiments on best possible surfaces, we started by gluing
a piece of brass on top of thin crystals, which we removed
at low temperatures by a mechanical setup similar to the ones
described in Refs. [31,32]. We prepared in this way ten samples
of different concentrations x, but we were unable to obtain
reproducible tunneling conditions. Optical inspection after the
experiments revealed that this was due to loose layers lying on
the surface. Layers in this compound are like aluminum foil,
and they easily remain on the surface after cleaving. We were
thus forced to use ex situ cleaved samples, from which we
carefully peeled all layers off at ambient conditions, prior to
the STM measurement, leaving surfaces without freestanding
layers [4]. Usually, best images were obtained at constant
current mode, with a bias voltage of 100 mV and a tunneling
resistance of 10 M.
III. RESULTS
The structure of La1−xCexSb2 is typical of the dianti-
monides, and is shown in Fig. 1. To a large extent, it can be
described as the stacking of R-Sb layers (denoted RSb, where
R = La, Ce) and layers composed solely of Sb. The stacking
order is RSb-Sb-RSb-RSb-Sb-RSb. Sb1 are the Sb atoms in
the RSb planes and Sb2 those in the Sb planes. In Fig. 1
(lower panels) we show the lattice parameters as a function
of temperature and Ce concentration. We observe thermal
contraction of the lattice and, in addition, a contraction of the
lattice from LaSb2 to CeSb2 [33]. We have studied interatomic
distances inside RSb and Sb planes (intralayer interatomic
distances) as well as between planes (intralayer interatomic
distances) at room temperature and at 80 K (Figs. 2 and 3).
Near 50% Ce content there is a considerable distortion of
the coordination polyhedra within the RSb layers (interlayer
distances, Fig. 2). Interatomic distances computed from the
polyhedral central atom to atoms laying above or below the
FIG. 2. (Color online) Inter-layer bond distances as a function of
x for the La1−xCexSb2 compounds at 80 and 300 K. Lines are guides
to the eye. In the right panel we show the crystal structure, and the
bonds which we have followed as a function of x and temperature,
and which we represent in the left panel (using the same colors). Note
that there is a sizable distortion of the inter-layer bonds between rare-
earth and Sb atoms when decreasing temperature for intermediate
compositions.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Inter-layer bond distances as a function
of x for the La1−xCexSb2 compounds at 80 and 300 K. Lines are
guides to the eye. Colors in the left panels correspond to bonds in the
representation of the crystal structure on the right. Note that, although
generally the volume of the unit cell decreases with x (Fig. 1), there
is neither a discernible tendency nor temperature dependence for the
out-of-plane behavior of the lattice.
reference layers (interlayer distances, Fig. 3) do not exhibit
clear evolutions with x.
In the compound CeSb2 we observe the expected magnetic
transitions through specific heat (Fig. 4) and magnetization
(see also Appendix) [1,2]. CeSb2 shows a set of three magnetic
FIG. 4. (Color online) Specific heat vs temperature of La1−x
CexSb2 for different x concentrations. The peaks and anomalies
correspond to magnetic transitions observed above x ≈ 0.4.
FIG. 5. (Color online) Resistivity as a function of temperature
for x  0.4 normalized to one at 300 K. Note the pronounced
kink at the CDW ordering temperature (marked by arrows; numbers
are respective concentrations x). The kink becomes smeared when
magnetic and CDW transition temperatures become comparable for
large x. In the inset, we show the data for x = 0 and x = 0.1 at higher
temperatures. Note that for these concentrations the kink is observed
above room temperature.
transitions, starting at TC = 16 K, which evolve continuously
when substituting Ce with La. The series of three transitions,
the upper λ-like transition at TC = 16 K, the 12 K small λ-like
peak, and the shoulder at 9 K are all shifted to lower tem-
peratures, and remain up to a concentration of about x = 0.8,
where the small 9 K bump is barely visible, and the TC = 16 K
and 12 K transitions join into a large two-step-like anomaly. At
lower Ce concentrations, the two transitions are still visible,
but are strongly smeared, leading to a broad peak at x = 0.4,
where magnetic order no longer produces a sharp transition.
In Fig. 5 we show the resistivity for x  0.4 (normalized to
the room temperature value) as a function of temperature. For
CeSb2 (x = 1) we find the same resistivity vs temperature as
in previous work [2]. When decreasing the Ce concentration,
we find that the low-temperature resistivity (normalized to
the room temperature value) increases. There are downturns
appearing at temperatures coinciding with the magnetic
specific-heat anomalies shown in Fig. 4. These downturns
signal the onset of long-range magnetic order. In addition, we
observe for x < 0.9 a kink with an upturn. This shows the onset
of CDW for intermediate concentrations. The kink becomes
well developed around x ≈ 0.5 and is followed by a maximum
in the temperature dependence of the normalized resistivity
and a decrease for low temperatures. In the inset we show the
peak for LaSb2 and for La0.9Ce0.1Sb2 close to room temper-
ature. Remarkably, the CDW transition increases above room
temperature and is still visible as a kink at 355 K in pure LaSb2.
We summarize results in the phase diagram shown in
Fig. 6. In the upper panel we show the evolution of the
CDW onset temperature with x and schematically highlight
the size of the kink in the resistivity by a gradient in the
wine color background. We estimate the size of the kink vs
x by calculating the increase in the normalized resistance
minus the resistance of the pure CeSb2 compound, ρCDW =
( R(T0)
R300 K
)x − ( R(T0)R300 K )x=1 (with R being the resistance and T0 the
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Phase diagram as obtained from anoma-
lies observed in the resistivity and specific heat of the La1−xCexSb2
series. CDW order is represented in the top panel. For both
main panels, the intensity of the colored background (wine color)
schematically represents the size of the jump in the resistive CDW
transition. This is more pronounced for intermediate concentrations.
Magnetic transitions are shown in the lower panel, with the different
phases in different colors. In the upper right inset of the upper panel
we show the size of the jump in the resistive CDW transition, as
obtained from the normalized resistances minus the resistance of pure
CeSb2, i.e., ρCDW = ( R(T0)R300 K )x − (
R(T0)
R300 K
)x=1 (R being the resistance
and T0 the temperature where we find the CDW induced maximum
in resistance for x < 0.8), vs. x. In the inset of the lower panel we
show the inverse of the residual resistance ratio vs. x.
temperature where we find the CDW induced maximum in
resistance for x < 0.8). The result is shown in the inset in
Fig. 6 (top panel). The size of the feature in the resistivity due
to the CDW has a peak at intermediate concentrations x. In
the bottom panel of Fig. 6, we show the magnetic transitions.
The inverse of the residual resistance ratio (1/RRR =
ρ(4.2 K)
ρ(300 K) ) vs Ce concentration is plotted as an inset in the bottom
panel of Fig. 6. It deviates slightly from the Nordheim rule for
substitutional induced scattering in randomly mixed alloys
[residual resistivity varies as x(1 − x)] [34]. We observe,
for small x, a rather strong increase in 1/RRR with Ce
concentration. Above x = 0.5, when magnetic order sets in,
we find a downturn of the resistivity vs temperature at low
temperatures. Thus, the onset of magnetic ordering decreases
magnetic scattering and the residual resistivity becomes
smaller. It continues decreasing slightly to about x = 0.9 until
it drops to the value of pure CeSb2. Below x < 0.5, the CDW
induced increase in the resistivity increases the residual value,
which drops for small x when the CDW ordering temperature
increases to room temperature and above.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 7. (Color online) In (a) we show the specific heat CP vs.
temperature of a sample of La0.6Ce0.4Sb2. Lines following the data
points (red) are guides to the eye. In the inset we show the temperature




. We observe a broad
transition starting at approximately 210 K (vertical dashed lines in the
inset and in the figure). In (b) we show STM experiments on a sample
with the same x. On the left we show two STM images and their
corresponding Fourier transforms taken at 77 K. The observed wave
vectors at the Fourier transform images correspond to reciprocal space
vectors bi = 2 · π/ai of lengths b1 = 10.7 nm−1 and b2 = 10.4 nm−1,
respectively. The lateral size of the real-space image is of 18 nm. An
additional modulation is observed at an angle of roughly 30◦ to b1,b2
with wave vector q of approximately 5 nm−1 size.
Using STM and AC calorimetry experiments we have
examined in more detail the CDW of the compound with
x = 0.4 (Fig. 7). As shown in Fig. 7(a), the specific heat
CP shows an anomaly at the onset of CDW. The temperature
derivatives of specific heat CP and resistivity ρ are compared
in the inset. At about 210 K, the transition sets in, with a
rather broad anomaly continuing over a few tens of K. With
STM experiments, we have observed up to 20 surfaces as
those presented in Fig. 7(b). These show distorted tetragonal
arrangements with wave vectors b1 and b2. The observed vector
size is compatible with in-plane lattice wave vectors of 0.63
and 0.62 nm, of similar size as that found in x-ray scattering
(see Appendix, Table I). In addition, we observe a charge
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modulation of larger wavelength with the main wave vector at
30◦ to the atomic lattice [marked with a blue arrow in Fig. 7(b)].
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
CDWs appear in many quasi-two-dimensional compounds
with in-plane square atomic arrangements, such as tellurides,
silicides, and compounds related to the cuprate supercon-
ductors, such as La2NiO4 [35,36]. Generally, CDWs can
influence the electronic properties of materials resulting in
very different ground states. For instance, a CDW can be
accompanied by a metal-to-insulator transition or be connected
to low-temperature superconductivity [37,38]. Other materials
with a CDW are the transition-metal dichalcogenides such as
2H − NbSe2 and related compounds [38–41]. These have a
layered hexagonal structure. Generally dopants or substitution
decrease the CDW ordering temperature. At the same time, the
CDW features observed in the experiments are smeared by sub-
stitution [35,42]. For instance, in the series La1−xCexAgSb2 a
decrease in TCDW of about 5 K per percentage concentration
of Ce is found. At the same time, the feature in resistivity is
smeared by substitution. CDW is no longer found for x = 0.3.
By contrast, here in La1−xCexSb2 we find that the CDW
transition is found in nearly the whole series. TCDW in LaSb2
is above room temperature and the decrease is of about 3 K
per percentage concentration of Ce. Most notably, the feature
in the resistivity produced by CDW ordering becomes larger
with increasing x and peaks at about x = 0.5. Thus, in the
La1−xCexSb2 series, substitutional disorder leads to a better
defined CDW transition. Substitution of La by Ce, the minimal
distortion of the pure compounds one can think of [43],
stabilizes the CDW.
Generally it is considered that disorder plays against the
formation of static CDWs because the Fermi surface is smeared
by scattering. However, dynamic, or fluctuating, CDWs can
be pinned by disorder [36,44–46]. Condensation of CDW by
disorder has been examined in Refs. [35,36,44–49]. Pinning
of the CDW bears some similarities to pinning of the vortex
lattice in superconductors [50–52], and is discussed using the
Fukuyama-Lee-Rice theory [53,54]. As in the vortex lattice,
there are two competing energies [35,55]. The interaction
between CDW and pinning sites is due to the modification of
magnitude, wavelength, and phase of the CDW from electronic
scattering at the pinning centers. There is a decrease in energy
from the CDW adapting to the pinning centers and an increase
due to the cost in long-range coherence for the whole CDW.
Stacking faults or other defects can give pointlike pinning of
CDW, whereas coupling to the random substitutional disorder
can give collective pinning. Thus, La1−xCexSb2 shows weak or
fluctuating charge order, probably caused by strong electron-
electron or electron-phonon correlations, that is stabilized by
the interaction between the CDW and the random potential
produced by disorder.
The possibility of a CDW in LaSb2 (not confirmed until
this work) has been discussed in the past to the positive and
large magnetoresistance observed in this compound. Similarly
large magnetoresistances are found in RSb2 with R = Pr and
Nd, as well as in LaAgSb2. Alternative possible explanations
of large magnetoresistances included disorder or Dirac band
dispersion relations. The low residual resistivity of LaSb2 rules
out disorder-related effects [10,17]. The electron density of
LaSb2 has been reported to be of 3 × 1020 cm−3, which is
relatively low, yet higher than in typical semimetals [3]. Dirac-
like excitations [11,12,15] have not been found until now in
Fermi-surface measurements such as quantum oscillations or
photoemission [2,5,56]. Thus, the available feature to explain
the linear magnetoresistance in LaSb2 is the CDW transition
found here. The positive magnetoresistance is absent when
substituting La with Ce and only appears in LaSb2, when the
CDW feature in resistivity is weakest and has the highest TCDW.
This shows that the substitutional disorder enhances the CDW
feature but eliminates the linear magnetoresistance.
TABLE I. Refined lattice parameters, atomic positions, and atomic displacement parameters of La1−xCexSb2 (x = 0, 0.4, 0.6 and 1) in
orthorhombic Cmca(#64) at 80 and 300 K. The La[Ce] and Sb1 atoms were located at the 8f Wyckoff sites and the Sb2 at the 8e Wyckoff sites
of Cmca. Agreement factors (RBragg and Rwp) are also given.
La1−xCexSb2 x = 0 x = 0.4 x = 0.6 x = 1
T (K) 80 300 80 300 80 300 80 300
a ( ˚A) 6.3187(3) 6.33483(17) 6.3038(2) 6.31942(14) 6.290(7) 6.3110(8) 6.27043(16) 6.28709(15)
b ( ˚A) 6.2001(3) 6.2128(2) 6.1838(2) 6.19828(16) 6.1681(6) 6.1878(6) 6.15017(13) 6.16676(13)
c ( ˚A) 18.5403(6) 18.5500(4) 18.4182(7) 18.4242(6) 18.321(2) 18.3506(17) 18.2126(3) 18.2425(3)
V ( ˚A3) 726.34(5) 730.08(3) 717.96(4) 721.67(3) 710.81(12) 716.62(13) 702.35(3) 707.28(3)
La[Ce](8f ) y/b 0.402(3) 0.396(3) 0.384(4) 0.382(4) 0.367(4) 0.368(5) 0.373(2) 0.373(3)
z/c 0.4027(6) 0.3998(6) 0.3976(6) 0.3992(5) 0.3993(7) 0.4003(7) 0.3973(4) 0.3948(5)
Uiso ( ˚A2) 0.077(4) 0.081(5) 0.072(5) 0.095(5) 0.1344(8) 0.163(4) 0.0794(0) 0.094(5)
Sb1(8f ) y/b 0.886(4) 0.889(4) 0.884(4) 0.877(3) 0.865(6) 0.864(7) 0.862(3) 0.866(3)
z/c 0.4286(6) 0.4301(6) 0.4283(6) 0.4263(4) 0.4270(6) 0.4276(7) 0.4311(5) 0.4296(5)
Uiso ( ˚A2) 0.092(6) 0.103(6) 0.069(5) 0.057(3) 0.1116(8) 0.159(4) 0.0915(1) 0.072(4)
Sb2(8e) y/b 0.132(4) 0.140(4) 0.1320(7) 0.127(2) 0.1105(6) 0.1129(8) 0.107(2) 0.1028(2)
Uiso ( ˚A2) 0.067(4) 0.057(4) 0.047(3) 0.069(3) 0.1148(6) 0.143(3) 0.046(2) 0.048(2)
RBragg (%) 6.82 6.39 11.4 6.03 7.44 10.1 5.69 5.54
Rwp (%) 8.81 7.55 13.3 10.2 10.2 9.87 7.41 7.11
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It is interesting to discuss the hybridization of the Ce
ion and the magnetic interactions by comparison with
La1−xCexAgSb2. In La1−xCexAgSb2, there is a small Kondo
increase of the resistance at low temperatures. Instead,
in La1−xCexSb2, we observe the gradual appearance of
the magnetic transitions of CeSb2. These transitions are
likely caused by Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)
interactions [1,2]. Thus, the two systems La1−xCexSb2 and
La1−xCexAgSb2 feature the two opposing effects of the
Ce ions, either RKKY induced local moment ordering or
Kondo hybridization. The decrease of TCDW together with the
establishment of well-developed magnetic transitions for large
x in La1−xCexSb2 suggests that CDW and magnetism compete
for the same kind of electron-electron interactions.
Finally, regarding superconductivity, let us note that the
influence of CDWs on superconductivity has been discussed
in the cuprates to some extent [57–59]. It has been argued that
fluctuating CDWs can coexist with high-TC superconductivity,
whereas static CDW has a tendency to compete with
superconducting correlations [60]. The relationship with
magnetic fluctuations has also been extensively discussed,
but the observed differences in wave vectors and directions
have not yet been reconciled [44,61]. Anomalous and
inhomogeneous superconducting densities of states are
ubiquitously found in many cuprates [62–64]. Our results
suggest that the anomalous properties of superconductivity in
LaSb2, such as the broad resistive transitions and increased
Fermi-level density of states in the superconducting phase,
could be related to the presence of the CDW.
In summary, we have studied the system La1−xCexSb2 and
obtained the variation of resistivity and lattice parameters with
x. We have shown that a CDW appears in LaSb2 and that it
becomes more pronounced when substituting La by Ce at a
balanced mixture between both elements.
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APPENDIX
Here we provide the details of Rietveld refinement. In Fig. 8
we show the x-ray powder diffraction data and compare the
results with expectations for the La1−xCexSb2 series and for
pure Sb, used as a flux during crystal growth. The amount
of Sb is <10 wt. % in all samples. In Table I we provide
FIG. 8. (Color online) Observed (red circles), calculated (solid
black line) and difference (lower solid blue line) XRPD (λ =
0.621 ˚A) profiles of La1−xCexSb2 for x = 0, 0.4, 0.6 and 1 at 80
and 300 K. Green ticks indicate the position of allowed reflections in
La1−xCexSb2-Cmca (upper) and Sb-R ¯3m (lower).
FIG. 9. (Color online) The magnetization vs. temperature in the
La1−xCexSb2 series taken in a Quantum Design SQUID magnetome-
ter at 1 kOe. Concentrations x are provided as numbers. Arrows show
the phase transition points plotted in the phase diagram of Fig. 6.
Curves not marked with numbers give the results for nonmagnetic
concentrations for x < 0.4, namely, 0.25, 0.1, and pure LaSb2. In
the inset we show the resistivity vs. magnetic field at 2 K for a few
values of x.
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the lattice parameters for four different concentrations. To
compare with STM experiments (Fig. 7) we have transformed
the wave vectors b1 and b2 in the publication to an orthogonal
base a = A1 and b = A1 + 2 × A2 with A1 and A2 being
the real-space atomic distances corresponding to reciprocal
space wave vectors b1 and b2. We obtain a = 0.63 nm and
b = 2 × 0.62 nm, compatible with data shown in Table I.
We also provide the magnetization vs. temperature for the
samples showing a magnetic transition in Fig. 9. The peaks
and kinks observed in these measurements are used to build
up the magnetic phase diagram of Fig. 6. In the inset of Fig. 9
we show the resistivity vs. magnetic field at 2 K. Note the
disappearance of strong variations of the resistivity with the
magnetic field at a finite x.
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